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Abstract:
!n the mid- i 990s. NASA plans to orbit a giant telescope, whose aperture may be as I]
|i•2-eat as 30 -meters, for infrared and sub-millimeter astronomy. Its primary mirror will
be deployed cr .assembled in orbit from a mosaic of possibly hundreds of mirror '
segments. Each segment must be shaoed to precise curvature tolerances so that
•jiifractian-hrpcr.ed performance wiJj be achieved at 30 urn (nominal operating
waveie'VTn). Ml panels must lie '.within i urn on 3 theoretical surface described by the
optic^i prsi.-.c.^.ion of the telescope's primary mirror. To attain diffraction-limited
ceriormance, the issues of alignment and/or position sensing, position control to micron
tolerances, -ind structural, thermal, and mechanical considerations for stowing,
depio;/!"^, and erecting the reflector must be resolved. Radius of curvature precision
influences panei size, shape, material, and type of construction. Two superior material
choices emerged: lused quartz (sufficiently homogeneous with respect to thermal
expansivity to permit a thin shell substrate to be drape molded between graphite dies to
a orecise enough off-axis asphere for optical finishing on the as-received a segments)
an.c a Pyrex or Duran (less expensive than quartz and formable at lower temperatures).
The optimal reflector panel size is between l -L /2 and 2 meters. Making one, two-meter
mirror every two weeks requires new approaches to manufacturing off -axis parabolic or
aspheric segments (drape molding on precision dies and subsequent finishing on a
nonrotationally symmetric dependent machine). Proof-of-concept developmental
programs were identified to prove the feasibility of the materials and manufacturing \
ideas. Sucr, a program would cost between $3M and 5M and could be completed in three j
to four years.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION AND CONCLUSIONS
i.l INTRODUCTION
In the mid-1990s, NASA is planning to place in orbit a giant telescope, whose aperture
may be as great as 30 meters, for infrared and sub-millimeter astronomy. This
program, now in an early technical planning stage, is referred to as the LDR (Large
Deployable Reflector) Program. This descriptive name derives from its primary mirror,
one of the most obvious features of the telescope, which will be deployed or assembled
in orbit from a mosaic of possibly hundreds of small mirror segments.
Each of these segments, or panels, must be shaped to precise curvature tolerances so
that when they are aligned with respect to each other, diffraction-limited performance
will be achieved at the nominal operating wavelength of 30 micrometers. Diffraction
limit, in this context, requires that all of the individual panels which comprise the
reflecting surface lie within a precision of less than one micrometer on a theoretical
surface described by the optical presciption of the telescope's primary mirror. To
attain diffraction-rlimited performance, a variety of technologies must be employed,
including alignment and/or position sensing, position control to micron tolerances, and
structural, thermal, and mechanical considerations for stowing, deploying, and erecting
the reflector.
However, the best sensing and alignment system cannot ensure satisfactory perfor-
mance if the individual panels themselves do not conform to precise radius of curvature
tolerances. A random distribution of radius of curvature errors as small as 100 parts
per million could result in wavefront degradation sufficient enough to preclude phased
or coherent operation. The ability to produce panels economically and rapidly to these
demanding radius of curvature tolerances, to design them in such a manner that this
precision is not lost due to temperature or gravity release changes between
manufacture and operation, and to do so without the need for active deformation
control, were in fact central considerations for almost every issue associated with panel
design. Radius of curvature precision influenced panel size, shape, material, and type
of construction.
This report addresses the design requirements and recommended solutions for the
development of these panels. It is organized according to the task outline contained in
the statement of work, specifically:
1. Development of Requirements and Evaluation Criteria
2. Assessment of Existing Technology
3. Identification and Evaluation of Prime Technologies
4. Analytic Studies and Performance Predictions
5. Design Definition and Concept Selections
6. Selection of TWO Most Promising Concepts and Preparation of Technology
Development Plans.
During the course of the program, three briefings were presented to the customer.
Copies of these briefings are included in their entirety as appendices to this report.
The body of the report itself employs key material from these initial, interim, and final
briefings plus additional textual material to give the reader sufficient explanatory
information to follow the logic leading to the conclusions drawn.
1.2 CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions of this study are summarized in this section.
1.2.1 Materials
Two superior material choices emerged. One was fused quartz, the natural rather than
the synthetic product, produced by Heraeus in Hanau, West Germany. This material,
Optosil III, appears to be sufficiently homogeneous with respect to thermal expansivity
to simply permit the use of a thin shell substrate. We believe, too, that it may be drape
molded between graphite dies to an off-axis aspheric shape of sufficient precision for
optical finishing to proceed directly on the as-received segments. The need for
extensive shaping and material removal is thereby eliminated.
Oh H;C;V g-JALiT/
The second choice is Pyrex manufactured by Corning (or Duran, a Schott product).
While the homogeneity of this material is not as favorable as quartz, it is less expensive
and is formable at lower temperatures. To preclude warping with the large isothermal
temperature changes characteristic of the LDR operation, it will be necessary to
employ this material in a sandwich configuration such that the effects of through-the-
thickness thermal expansion variations are less critical to performance.
1.2.2 Size
We believe that the optimal size for the reflector panels is between 11/2 and 2 meters.
Larger sizes in the area! density range of interest of 15 to 25kg/mz are either too
fragile from a mechanical and producibility aspect, or are too big too confidently
expect that the shape of the individual segments could be maintained without the use of
bending-type figure control actuators, or both of the above.
1.2.3 Manufacturing Approach
Production rates of a single two-meter mirror every two weeks would be required to
'make enough panels in seven years for a 25-meter mirror. This is the nature of the
producibility issue. To achieve this rate, new approaches to manufacturing off-axis
parabolic or aspheric segments are required if an LDR is to become a near-future
practical reality. We believe that the approach of producing accurate pre-forms by
drape molding on precision dies and subsequent finishing on a. CCP* or similar non-
rotationally symmetric dependent machine is the best way to produce .the reflector
panels.
1.2.^  Near-Term Recommendations
A series of proof-of-concept developmental programs was identified to demonstrate the
feasibility of the principal ideas contained in the materials and manufacturing areas.
This activity would result in the production of several one-meter, 15kg/m segments
embodying the same features and producibility methods that would be used for the full
scale 1 1/2 to 2m segments. Such a program would cost between three and five million
dollars and could be completed in three to four years.
* The proprietary Perkin-Elmer Computer Controlled P_oiisher, which will be briefly
described later in this report.
SECTION 2
REQUIREMENTS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
2.1 TOP-LEVEL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
A comprehensive set of reflector panel design and performance requirements was
derived from the top-level LDR system and programmatic objectives shown in
Table 2-1. How they were reduced to requirements for the individual segments or
panels will be discussed in Section 2.2.
As shown in Table 2-1, several of these technical and programmatic requirements
considerably influenced the areas where emphasis was placed in this study. For
example, the overall reflector size range of +10m about a nominal 20m diameter would
have permitted a segment area! density as high as 90kg/m for the 10m size but would
demand extraordinary efforts to achieve lOkg/m in the 30m size range. The former
90kg/m unit weight value is not a technical challenge today in 2m sizes, but producing
this much glass and finishing all the 27 segments (for a 10m aperture using 2m
hexagonal segments) to precise curvature limits in a five to seven year period is. If our
efforts were concentrated solely of this producibility issue, however, an LDR would be
limited to about ten meters. As such, it would not receive the enthusiastic
endorsement of the science community and, therefore, might never happen.
If efforts were concentrated on the 30m size where lOkg/m area! densities are needed,
the emphasis pendulum would most probably swing over towards novel but highly risky
approaches and "gimmics'.', again missing the point of a 1987 technology readiness
demonstration (another top-level requirement). Therefore, we concentrated our efforts
regarding size in the 20m range where the resulting 22kg/m area! densities are judged
a more reasonable technical challenge and where, of course, the producibility issues
still demand solutions. This size is certainly more attractive to the science community
and still is sufficiently revealing of 30m technology issues to provide a suitable
technological base should this size, and its weight implications, ultimately become the
goal.
(T"""- • " • '
TABLE 2-1
TOP-LEVEL LDR REQUIREMENTS (FROM SOW AND ATTACHMENTS)
Overall Diameter
Figure Type
Figure Quality
Speed
Weight
Operating Temp
Operating W/L
Dynamics
Stability
Technology Demon.
Operational System
Deployment
Mission Duration
10 _< D <30M
Parabola or Hyperbola/Not Simply Spherical
D/L @ 30 u-»X/13.7 rms or
f/0.5 To f/1
25000 Ibs (11360kg) Including Actuators
150 - 200K (-100 to -1900F)
2u to 1000 u
0.00035g (Slew), F> 10 cps (Spatial Chopping)
Passive Segments Preferred
1987
1993
Single STS Flight, Manual Assist OK
10 yrs
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Less amenable to compromise or trades than the overall size and areal density issue,
and the 987 technology readiness requirements, is diffraction-limited performance at
wave * 30 micrometers. This is really the central concept of the LDR — that the entire
mirror composed of up to 400 individual segments act optically as a monolithic
reflector. As stated in the introduction, new demands are placed on radius of curvature
precision,, or stated more completely, absolute surface accuracy. Referring back to
Table 2-1, there is also a requirement for (light bucket) operation down to wavelengths
as short as 2 micrometers. This requirement, in turn, necessitates figure accuracy
(relative to a best fit sphere) of between wave/20 and wave/40 rms at 2 micrometers,
equivalent to wave/10 in the visible with surface roughness not in excess of 500 A. A
detailed figure error budget will be found in subsection 2.2.1 where traceability back to
the top-level performance requirements will be shown.
Thus, at the broadest level, this is the key issue — the rapid production of a large
number of lightweight, wave/10 (visible) off-axis parabolas whose radii of curvature are
initially matched and thermally stable to a value on the order of 100 ppm over a
temperature range of 200°F.
The following discussion addresses in more detail some of the panel design requirements
implied by the parameters contained in Table 2-1.
2.1.1 Figure Type
The overall reflector must be parabolic (or aspheric). Unless the primary f/No was as
slow as f/100, the resultant longitudinal spherical aberration would be in excess of
0.0001 x EFL. For a 10m system, this amounts to 0.01m rms, a useless solution. This
is shown graphically in Figure 2-1.
The possibility of approximating a parabola with a large number of small spherical
elements was addressed. It was found that individual segments would need to be as
small as 0.125m in diameter in order that the differences between radial and tangential
sagittas of the prescribed parabola and the local spherical surface not exceed a wave/40
peak-to-peak surface error (ref. error budget). This is illustrated in Table 2-2, based on
a 20m diameter, f/1 reflector. At a point near the rim (r = 9.5m) the sagittal and
tangential radii of curvature are 43.43 and 41.11m, respectively. The mean radius is
OF POOS QUALITY
f/1000
f/100
f/10
f/3
f/1
L OGO TIMES TOO LARGE.
FOR 20n.SYS.TEMt
.057.
ASFM/EFL 7,
o o
Figure 2-1. Longitudinal Spherical Aberration, Spherical Primary Mirror
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42.27m. The panel center-to-edge curvature depth, or sagitta, is denoted as SAG in the
table where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the sagittal and tangential directions
respectively. The difference between these curve depths relative to the curve depth of
the mean spherical radius, S~, is denoted as A SAG. The table shows ASAG values for 1-
and 2m panels. Only if the panels were as small as 0.125 in diameter would the error
budget requirements on ASAG be satisfied (at the edge of the mirror).
The purpose of these investigations was to determine if spherical segments would be
optically satisfactory at the wave = 30 micrometers operating wavelength, which would
greatly simplify the optical figuring process. Rotationally symmetric elements are
more easily produced than asymmetric ones and, of course, spheres are symmetric.
But we have concluded that they will not meet performance as practical configuration
requirements. So as stated in the introduction, one of the key issues is the efficient
production of off-axis parabolic segments. A considerable amount of study effort was
directed towards solving this producibility problem.
2.1.2 Figure Quality
The implications of diffraction-limited performance on the figure precision of the
panels and the requirements imposed by (light-bucket) operation down to wave =
2 micrometers will be described in Section 2.2 where error budgets are presented.
2.1.3 Weight
•Cost is a design dimension for the LDR Program and the goal is to be able to launch and
deploy the system with a single shuttle flight, which today costs about $100,000,000.
Considering a 64,000 ib total (ETR) lift-off weight to reach the final 400 mile orbit, of
which approximately 10,000 Ibs is fuel and tankage, some 15,000 Ibs is available for the
reflector panels. This is illustrated in Figure 2-2.
In this figure, "Spacecraft" refers to that part of the vehicle which includes attitude
control, communication, power generation, and the command and control subsystem as
well as the structure and crew systems provisions for on-orbit servicing. This weight is
on the same order as the spacecraft portion of the Space Telescope (ST). The thermal
OF PGOri '.J ~v-£-i > '''-
enclosure weight is based on the presently envisioned concept of a deployable flexible
shroud, stabilized with a "tent pole" framework whose primary functions are to keep
sunlight from directly illuminating the reflector, and to provide via controlled radiation
paths a cool, uniform, and stable environment for the mirror. We believe that a 200K
environment can be achieved with this passive approach.
The Science Instrument weight of 8000 Ibs is intended to account for several
experiment packages as well as cooling or heat rejection systems necessary for their
operation. Those electronics functions which are unique to controlling the reflector,
i.e., beyond the scope of the basic spacecraft function, are accounted for in the 2000 ib.
weight entry. Thus, we are left with 30,000 Ibs for the reflector system. Using the
"principle of reasonable proportions", we found that the weight of the integrating
structure would be between one-third and one-half of the reflector panel weight for
reflectors between 20 and 30 meters. This assumed a 10 cps first mode criteria
necessary for pointing control system compatibility.
Each panel will also require at least three actuators for position control. Assuming that
500 panels are necessary to fill the aperture and that each actuator arid its associated
cabling weighs 5 Ibs, 7,500 Ibs will be required. This leaves 22,500 Ibs for the panels
and support structure and, with the 2:1 weight ratio described above in mind, 15,000 Ibs
are available for the reflector panels. At the 20m size, this represents an areal density
of 21kg/m , very light by current standards. At 30m, this value is 9.5kg/m , beyond
today's achievements even in moderate size mirrors.
2.1.* Operating Temperature
The most significant thermal requirement is believed to be the bulk temperature change
of -170 to -260°F between fabrication and operation. While axial and radial gradients
within a panel can be controlled to acceptably low levels by thermal design techniques,
the large isothermal change imposes stringent requirements on material selection,
specifically on the homogeniety of thermal expansion (AL/L) both within a given
segment and between segments. This will be reviewed in considerably more detail in
Section 4.
10
TOTAL AVAILABLE P/L WEIGHT
53,000 LBS
- SPACECRAFT
- THERMAL ENCLOSUBE
-SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS
-ELECTRONICS AND SENSORS
- REFLECTOR
INTEGRATING
STRUCTURE
7,500
10,000
3,000
8,000
2,000
30,000
ACTUATORS
7,500
PANELS
•15,000 L3S
Figure 2-2. Weight Budget (Not Much Available for 20m+ LDRs)
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2.1.5 Stability
Once operating temperature is achieved, the thermal environment seen by the segments
in benign. It is nominally constant and uniform. In such cases, the need for active
figure control, i.e., the compensatory bending of the segments by actuators to nullify
the distortions caused by non-uniform temperature distributions, is not mandatory.
It is imperative, though, that the thermal expension (contraction) of the mirror blank be
uniform to a sufficient extent such that the shape of the mirror is preserved over the
large bulk temperature change. Allowances for this effect will be seen in the
subsequent error budget.
Gravity release deformations also may be considered under the stability topic. The
impact of these deformations on the proportioning of the mirror blanks will be covered
in Section 3.
2.1.6 1987 Technology Readiness
This system-level objective was interpreted as a design dimension in the following
sense. To accomplish the fabrication of several panels and to demonstrate their
performance as a flight quality segmented mirror by 1987 virtually demands that
materials and processes currently available or nearly so must be employed. This is not
to say that optically non-conventional materials cannot be used; in fact, exploitation of
such materials and ideas was investigated as a cost or schedule reducer. What was
avoided, however, were those expensive approaches which are still only laboratory
curiosities, where scale-up to the panel sizes required or quantities necessary would
entail major capital expenses or ^incalculable technical risk.
2.2 PANEL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
These top- or systems-level issues were reduced to specific design requirements at the
individual reflector panel level. We believe that the most important technical require-
ment to have come out of this investigation is radius of curvature precision. It affects
panel size, shape, material selection, structural configuration, and optical producibility.
In short, it is the driver in coherent segmented mirror design.
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Figure 2-3. Figure Control Definitions (Schematic)
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As stated earlier, it is desirable to avoid the use of two levels of figure control, as
illustrated in Figure 2-3. While it is necessary in certain programs where the thermal
environment is significantly transient and non-uniform to series-combine bending and
position figure control, we believe the more economical approach, considering the
relatively stable environment surrounding the mirror, is to employ dimensionally stable
panels and position control only. This, as will be shown later, favors smaller segments
and, hence, more "Level 1" or position control actuators. But on the whole, fewer
actuators per square meter, simpler on-board electronics and sensing, lower weight, and
reduced cost are anticipated.
2.2.1 Panel Error Budget
Figure 2-4 shows the error budget from which the panel performance and manufacturing
requirements were derived. It presumes a two-mirror telescope whose static, jitter-
free performance at the second focus is wave/13.7, a commonly accepted definition for
diffraction-limited wavefront quality. Except for the AR terms, it is similar in content
to error budgets for systems with monolithic, or one-piece, primary mirrors. In such
systems, if the radius of curvature of the primary is somewhat different from the
nominal design value, a slight adjustment of the spacing with respect to the secondary
can compensate for it, albeit with refocussing at the final image. With a segmented
mirror, each panel of which might/will have a radius of curvature error, this obviously
cannot be accomplished. In this instance, radius of curvature errors are analogous to
mid-frequency figure errors in a monolith.
An expression relating radius of curvature error to wavefront error was derived to
quantify how well each panel had to conform to its prescribed radius. This expression is
based on a Gaussian, or random, distribution of curvature errors, which is deemed valid
for a system composed of a large number of panels. It would not be entirely valid if
only a few, say three or five, panels were employed and could be treated systemati-
cally:
In this expression, R is the nominal radius of curvature and r is the half span of an
individual panel, as shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-4. Wavefront Error Budget
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For the case of a simple axial temperature gradient &P) or a bulk average
temperature change (AT) acting on panels with axial expansivity inhomogenities,
R2oAT' R2ActAT
AR - —c , —r
where h is the panel thickness. Substituting this into the WF expression, one finds that
u? =, 1 2 T' 1 2
 A ATW
 3746 r a h~ ' 3746 r Aa h~
for axial gradient and bulk average temperature changes, respectively. This suggests
the advantage of "small" panels from a thermal or material homogeneity aspect.
The manufacturing precision, which may be expressed as A R/R, is obtained by
rearranging the first equation and is equal to
rms
Figure 2-6 shows graphically the relationship between AR/R, segment diameter, and
nominal radius of curvature for the 0.5 micrometer, or wave/60, wavefront error
allocation shown in Figure 2-4. In terms of absolute surface contour error, from the
familiar A = r /2R equation for the sagitta of a parabola, there is no size-dependent
effect. Manipulation of the above equations shows that
I A * 1.7 WFrms.
However, the issue when AWF = 0.5 micrometer rms is the relative difficulty between
fabrication of a 60-inch-diameter optic to an absolute surface precision of 0.35
micrometer, or 30 x 10" inches rms, versus an 80" or larger optic to the same
tolerance. It is generally agreed that such a trade would favor the smaller sizes.
Turning our attention to the thermal issue, we can illustrate further the small panel
advantage. Consider for simplicity a panel configured as a shallow solid shell. It is
17
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presumed are all materials will exhibit some degree of coefficient of thermal expansion
(CTE) inhomogeneity. And, in fact, this inhomogeneity will vary not only within a given
part but also from part-to-part due to process and/or batch variations. Considering
only the part-to-part variances, the maximum allowable difference in the CTE axial
homogeneity between panels is given by
3.46 AWF h
Act' < _
r2 A T
The terms in this equation are defined in Figure 2-7 where a1 is axial inhomogeieity and
AT is the bulk average temperature change of the panel, approximately -17QOF between
factory and orbit. To relate overall reflector diameter to glass thickness "h", a
constant reflector weight of 15,000 Ibs was assumed. Once again, a greater than 2:1
advantage was found between 2 and 1.3m panels. At 4m, this ratio would have been 9:1.
It should be noted that regarding a l.3m panel for a 20m reflector, a 4 x 10"
inhomogeneity value is approximately equal to one part in 750 for fused quartz and one
part in 75 for Zerodur (o= 0.3 and 0.03 x 10 in/in/°F respectively) and that data is
available indicating that these values can be met.
While the Aa ' parameter was illustrated for solid mirrors, it is also applicable to
sandwich mirrors where it defines the CTE mismatch limits between the front and back
plates. For example, if "h" in this instance is 4 inches and AT is 170°F, the front-to-
back matching for a 2m panel such that the wavefront error did not exceed 0.5m would
be 13 x 10 , or 7 times that of the reference solid. Trades between thin shell solid
mirrors and sandwich configurations will be reviewed in a subsequent section.
2.2.2 Packing Efficiency
Another size consideration is packing efficiency relative to the cargo bay diameter. For
hexagonal panels, one 4m, one 3-2.5m, and one 7-1.7m panel could ail be placed in a
single plane whose superscribed diameter is 4.5m. For trapezoidal (square) panels
arranged in a square array, as shown in Figure 2-8, this selection is one at 4.5m, four at
2.25m, and none at 1.5m (measured on the diagonal). The packing efficiency is shown in
Table 2-3.
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SHOWN IN EXTENDED POSITION
REFLECTOR PANELS
JOINED TO STR.
BY POSITION CONTROL
ACTUATORS
INTEGRATING STRUCTURE
.TTENABLE FOR STORAGE)'
JOIN NEXT MODULE HERE
(4 PLACES)
4.5 M SHUTTLE BAY DIAMETER
Figure 2-8. Preassembled Panel Module Concept
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TABLE 2-3
PACKING EFFICIENCY
Major Dimension
4m
2.5m
2.25m
1.7m
i.5m
Area
Number (m2)
Hexagonal Square Hexagonal Square
1 1 12 10.1
3 14
4 10.1
7 15
7 9 11.3 10.1
This table shows the packing efficiency of hexes with respect to squares and the minor
advantage of small hexes as opposed to large ones. Practically, however, the hex vs.
square advantage will be diminished when consideration of support cradles to hold the
panel module during ascent is factored in. This is indicated by the 7-1.5m hex module
whose packing efficiency is only 17% greater than the square. It should also be noted
that an array of squares (or more precisely trapezoids) can better approximate a circle
than an array of hexes, which is an optical performance advantage.
2.3 EVALUATION CRITERIA
At this point, we have established that the panels need to be:
• lightweight (10-20 kg/m2)
• between 11/2 and 2 meters in size (hexes or trapezoids are acceptable)
• off-axis parabolas with base radii precise to about 100 ppm
• thermally stable and homogeneous to preserve this curvature accuracy as
well as the figure accuracy of wave/40 p-p necessary for light-bucket
operation
• producible economically in large quantities at rapid rates.
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There are potentially many material and configuration choices and combinations that
might be able to meet the above requirements. Some are more suitable from a system
compatibility aspect than others. To address this issue as well as the producibility
question, we assembled a list of evaluation criteria to serve as guides in narrowing down
the number of solution possibilities. These criteria are most succinctly found in
Appendix A, First Briefing and in Appendix B, LDR Interim Review. They covered a
wide spectrum of considerations spanning the issues of shuttle bay stowage,
erectabiiity, and alignment sensing system compatibility (ail related to segment size
which, in turn, is influenced by material selection, structural form, and dynamic and
thermal characteristics) to the more immediate concerns of producibiiity, an issue
which encompasses segment size, material and facilities availability, materials
utilization, experience and usage history, and the rapid production of off-axis aspherics.
Attempts were made (see Appendix B) to systematically relate the four principal
segment questions — size, shape, material, and structural configuration — to the
general evaluation categories of performance capability, overall system and mission
compatibility, cost and schedule projections, and risk or degree of development
required. What we concluded from these sorting exercises was that glass or glassy-
ceramic materials were required based on performance, that panel sizes in the 11/2
and 1/2- to 2m sizes were optimally driven by the goal of passive stability as well as
structural and dynamic considerations consistent with the 15-20 kg/m area! density
constraint, and that ail of these factors considered together caused producibility to
emerge as the governing concern.
How these issues ail relate is seen in Figure 2-9. This figure traces the way the
requirement for absolute figure precision, or A R/R, drove the materials selection
which, in combination with the weight/areal density requirement, had profound
influence on how the mirror blanks would need to be fabricated and optically finished.
What this figure shows is the sharp break-point in material homogeneity requirements
between 2- and 4m panels which is based on the relationship shown in Figure 2-7.
Referring to Figure 2-10, panel sizes on the order of 1m are deemed impracticaily small
from the aspect of the sheer number required and the number of position actuators
(and cabling) which is (at least) three times the number of panels.
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In addition, for a given area! density, frequency is inversely proportional to the
diameter squared, making 4=d mirrors impractical. It is shown later in Section 4 that
the first mode of a 2m, 17kg/m (thin shell) mirror with a major diameter d
is 11 cps. At the same areal density, this would be .reduced to three cps
for a 4m mirror. This is .too low considering the ten cps disturbance frequency
associated with the background chopping mode. Further, only one facility exists
capable of producing ultralightweight glass mirrors as large as 4m with areal densities
in the 20kg/m (0,3" equivalent solid thickness) range. That is the Schott Co. in Mainz,
W. Germany and the material is Zerodur. The Ig handling stresses would exceed 5000
psi which, referring back to the evaluation criteria contained the the appendices, fails
in the fragility category for a thin shell mirror.
In a word, 1m panels are too small from a controls aspect and 4m panels are too large
from a structural, dynamic, availability, and risk aspect. Hence, the 2m to 1.35m size
is the most viable. Note that these sizes are evenly divisible into the basic 4m
diametrical space available within the orbiter bay. The 0.5m margin between the 4m
panel module size and the 4.5m bay diameter was reserved for support structures and
deployment devices. Note, too, that the use of the word "module" signifies that four or
nine (trapezoidal) 2- or 1.35m panels could be preassembled on the ground and stowed in
the orbiter as a unit, as shown in Figure 2-9.
Implicit in the above discussion is the desire to employ thin shell mirrors. Such mirrors,
although critically dependent on the spatial uniformity of the thermal expansivity, are
most compatible with the idea of semi-replication on the forming of the shell to the
approximate off-axis parabolic shape. They avoid the high material removal rates
associated with conventional optical operations. A method has been identified whereby
the semi-replication, or accurate preform approach, can be applied to sandwich or
structured mirrors as well. A sandwich mirror relieves, by an order of magnitude, the
degree of homogeneity needed for the thin solids. (Refer to the equation in Figure
2-7 where "h" for the sandwich might be 3" or 0.3" for a solid.)
The issues of quantity and manufacturing interact and together are influenced by
weight, or more specifically the fragility associated with very-low-areal-density,
moderately large mirrors. As seen in Figure 2-9, these considerations led to the idea of
replication or at least the production of accurate preforms which would minimize the
26
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•time required to optically finish the parts and reduce the risk of damage associated
with high material removal rates on very lightweight substrates.
This, in turn, led to a search for materials which were compatible, at least in principal,
with the production of accurate preforms and which also met the requirements for
figure stability (homogeneity) between room and operating temperature (A T ^ 200°F).
Associated with this materials evaluation task are the evaluation criteria:
a) Does the material exist today and is it producible in the size range of
interest? The thrust behind this question is to avoid dependence on
materials which are limited by process physics to small sizes or unsuitable
forms where scale-up to the size range of interest could be a program
stopping risk.
b) Does the material exist today and is it optically of interest? New materials,
particularly ceramics and glassy ceramics and composites, are rapidly
emerging as engineering realities. Some of them possess many attractive
features for mirror substrates but might fall short in one or several critical
areas. Surface granularity in some ceramics and GTE content in composites
are two examples of such concerns. The continued development effort to
rectify these problems is often a very lengthy, somewhat invention-
dependent process. We therefore believe the better approach is to exploit
existing, proven materials and to place the engineering emphasis on methods
for lightweighting and related configuration issues.
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SECTION 3
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
The requirements developed in the previous section are summarized in Table 3-1 for a
variety of overall mirror diameters, f/No's, and segment sizes. Note that because the
thickness of a solid segment applicable to a 25m LDR can only be 6.4mm (0.25 inches)
based on weight considerations, the panel-to-panel variation in the coefficient of
thermal expansion in the thickness direction is limited to 1 x 10 /°F. This may be too
stringent a requirement to expect of even the best materials. On a unit basis, this is
equal to 4 x 10 in/in/°F per inch of thickness. If, then, the mirror were a 4-inch-
thick sandwich, and the back and front faceplates were matched to 16 x 10 , then the
response to a bulk average temperature change would be the same as that of a 6.4mm
thin shell whose expansivity difference is 1 x 10* !
With this last factor in mind, the focus of the "current technology assessment" task was
concentrated in three areas:
1. Production of off-axis aspherics.
2. Materials which were compatible with semi-replication and which were
highly homogeneous and suitable for solid mirrors.
3. Techniques for rapidly producing semi-replicated sandwich mirrors.
3.1 PRODUCTION OF OFF-AXIS ASPHERICS
Optical design requirements demand that the overall reflector be parabolic. This in
turn requires that each panel must be an off-axis aspheric. Because of differences in
radial and tangential curvatures of these elements, it is not possible to adequately
simulate the parabolic shape with spherical elements.
The consequence of this is principally a manufacturing issue. Rough shaping of mirror
blanks, using spherical generating techniques, depends on the property of circular
symmetry. The majority of the fine shaping, or figuring, processes employed in the
28
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optics industry today to modify the spherical blank into a parabola, or other desired
asphere, also rely on this property. It will be shown later that this is not universally
true; advanced machines such as the Perkin-Elmer Computer Controlled Polisher (CCP)
can produce virtually any shape. This machine, however, is most effectively employed
only after the blank is rough shaped to within several micrometers rms of its desired
final figure.
Because the off-axis elements have significant departures from a best-fit sphere,
conventional spherical generating techniques are inadequate. Using a 20m, f/1 parabola
as an example, the instantaneous radii of curvature in the radial and tangential
directions at a distance of 0.75m from the edge are 41.11 and 43.43 meters
respectively. Assuming a 1.5m panel size, the depths of curvature, or sagitta, in these
two directions are 0.00684 and 0.006648 meters. The difference is 360 micrometers or
0.0144 inches, a considerable amount of material to be removed from a figuring aspect
using the CCP machine.
Methods are under development, notably by Dr. Jerry Nelson at Berkeley, to pre-bend
mirror blanks in a specific way, generate them as spheres, and then release the
constraints and allow the piece to relax into the desired (off-axis) parabolic shape.
Such techniques are not so readily employed with the extremely lightweight sandwich
structures envisioned for the LDR Program due to fragility, quilting potential, and
structural orthotropy, the last being a property of square grid sandwich mirrors.
However, the CCP machine can also perform rough grinding operations unconstrained
by rotational symmetry. But because of the small tool sizes employed by this machine,
the process is less rapid than with the classical approach.
A potential solution for overcoming this slowness lies with semi-replication, or accurate
•"preforms", such that the basic aspheric shape of the mirror is "molded in" though not
necessarily to optical quality tolerances, reducing the amount of material that needs to
be removed. If this can be achieved, then ail optical operations could be performed on
the CCP machines more quickly and economically. Concepts for preforming mirror
blanks will be described later in this report for both thin solid and sandwich
configurations.
30
Figure 3-1. Perkin-Elmer Computer Controlled Polisher (CCP) Operation Cycle
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The CCP machine system is illustrated schematically in Figure 3-1. The grinding head
is carried by an X-Y carriage assembly and may be programmed to follow spiral, raster,
or any other desired path while the tool itself rotates at a constant velocity. By varying
the dwell rate (x, y) at any x-y position, the amount of material removed at that
position may be controlled. Constant tool pressure is maintained by a pneumatic spring.
A single complete process loop is shown in this figure where:
a. The surface error to be corrected is determined by, full aperture
interferometry. Profilometer measurements could also be employed if the
surface is so far from an optically good surface that interferometric
methods would be impossibly difficult to interpret.
b. A percentage of the total amount of material to be removed is selected and,
based on tool mechanics, dwell times over the piece are determined. The
times are then converted into an X-Y displacement schedule. These
operations are carried out within the machines' dedicated computer.
c. The actual grinding or polishing operation is carried out. This may
encompass several identical passes over the mirror surf ace.
d. The figure is finally remeasured to verify that what was commanded to be
removed actually was, and to determine the next removal schedule.
This process might be repeated between five and fifteen times to achieve the desired
•
final figure perfection. As stated earlier, on-axis or off-axis does not matter. The X,
Y program is in no way symmetry-dependent.
As it concerns LDRs, the CCP exerts very low forces on the mirror panels, a necessary
element considering how lightweight they are. The tools are small, which is important
in avoiding quilting in sandwich applications with thin faceplate. The more critical
issues are probably measuring off-axis elements and the ability of the machine to "clean
up" the as-received surface (which will most likely contain high spatial frequency errors
• •
from the molding (replication) process and may demand extreme agility of the X, Y
program). The measuring of off-axis elements interferometricaily presents problems
since the optical axis or vertex of the element does not physically exist and centering
of the mirror and null lens becomes difficult, if not imprecise. We will subsequently
describe a measuring system that does not rely on interferometry as a potential solution
32
to this problem and which solves the problem of how to measure an as-received surface,
one whose surface is (probably) too difuse or irregular to permit interferometric
techniques to be used.
3.2 MATERIAL SELECTION
Initially it was hoped that a sufficiently homogeneous material could be found with a
low enough softening, or forming, temperature to permit molding or replicating of the
off-axes panels. Ideally, the optical shop would only need to "shine" the surface to
a
about 1000 A to make it sufficiently specular at wave = 30 micrometers. Such a
process would tend to ensure that each panel in a given radial position would have
identical curvatures, an effective way to solve the AR/R manufacturing issue. It would
also minimize to almost zero the amount of material that would have to be removed by
controlled grinding, a classically time consuming process. Short of reaching this goal,
accurate preforms, not quite to final curvature tolerances, would still represent a major
time savings.
Table 3-2 summarizes the pertinent characteristics of the six leading candidate LDR
materials, the latter two of which are metals. Composites such as graphite-epoxy were
also considered but were rejected for reasons discussed at the end of this paragraph.
The important homogeneity parameters Aa and Ad refer to the average CTE difference
between mirrors and the difference between through-the-thickness, mirror-to-mirror
CTE variations respectively. The former is important in sandwich applications where
front plate and back plate CTE differences from mirror to mirror will cause a AR error
distribution to occur when the average temperature is changed. Of the materials
investigated, Heraeus Fused Quartz and Schott Zerodur appear to possess the necessary
homogeneity requirements for thin shell applications. However, the accuracy of the
molding process with both of these materials will require approximately 10 mils of
material removal. We might thus expect reasonably accurate preforms and not "shine-
only" replicas. Heraeus Fused Quartz is moldable, as shown in Table 3-2, at
approximately 1800°C in an oxygen-free atmosphere using graphite dies. Schott
Zerodur is moidabie at much lower temperatures (800°C), but in glassy or non-ceramed
state. Subsequent ceraming to reduce the expansivity from nominally 2 ppm/°C to the
range of interest required will result in distortion. It is the extremely high quartz
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molding temperature and the subsequent Zerodur heat treating operation that
fundamentally limit the accuracy of these preforms. No other materials appeared to be
sufficiently homogeneous for thin shell applications.
We found that Corning Pyrex and probably Schott Duran, much cheaper materials,
would be adequately stable in sandwich configurations. They might result in a more
economical approach despite the fact that a core structure and back plate would be
required and that an appropriate fit for these materials — and the attendant application
and firing facilities — would have to be developed..
Figure 3-2 illustrates how CTE bounds were arrived at for the LDR panels. This figure
plots CTE against the allowable back-to-front temperature difference for a variety of
mirror thicknesses for the specific wavefront error allocation shown in Section 2.
These results are for 1m panels and would be reduced by the square of the diameter for
larger panels as indicated by the AT equation in the figure. The figure also shows the
predicted axial temperature differences that would exist in typical LDR ultralight-
weight sandwiches due to the thermal resistance of the core structure. Indicated along
the bottom are the CTE values of the candidate materials at 200K. Pyrex is just
acceptable although reallocation of tolerances and a larger allowable AWF error, always
a possibility in the trade stages of a system's development, might provide a more
comfortable margin for this potentially attractive material.
The AT values for all glass and glass-ceramic solids and metals are less than the cutoff
lines shown on the curve and, hence, these materials are all viable, up until subsequent
limiting criteria are discussed. The "XXX" material is a non-designated lithium silicate
which Corning suggested as a potential LDR material. It was originally developed in
the 1940s as a lower expansion replacement for Pyrex for mirror applications but is not
currently in production.
Metals, aluminum honeycomb, or foam core sandwiches, for example, were "in the
running" for a long period of time. The stamped, or replicated, Alcoa Coilzak metal
mirror approach shown in Figure 3-3 represented our best solution for this class of
reflector. It is in the high risk/big payoff category in the sense that extensive
development would be required to determine its ultimate feasibility with respect to
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initial forming precision (absolute surface accuracies are fractional micrometers) and
thermal and/or temporal stability. This concept is truly a "stamped out" mirror since
the thin facesheets and core structure are too flexible to permit any optical finishing
subsequent to assembly. The Coilzak material was measured in our laboratory and was
o
found to have a 1000 A rms surface. This is adequate for wave = 30 micrometers
performance but does not offer performance growth potential down to the 10 or less
micrometer wavelength range. However, the concept should not be forgotten entirely
since it may be an optimal solution for multisegment, large submillimeter-type systems
and does not require (or permit) any subsequent optical finishing operations.
Another concern with these materials, though, was the bending potential caused by
uneven bondlines between the front and rear faces and the core and the resultant
thermal moment. This is treated in Appendix C, Final Briefing. Besides this macro
issue were also the questions of orthotropy and residual strain, questions which, singly
and in combination, have plagued the precision metal mirrors despite their appeal as
potentially very low cost solutions. Regarding orthotropy in a thin shell mirror made of
rolled material such as aluminum, this property will result in an astigmatic wavefront
error whose value can be estimated by
AWF r
2(qx - qy)AT
U
 ASTIG 4h
where r and h are the radius and thickness of the panel, respectively. For a maximum
wavefront error of 0.5 micrometer rms, ax - ay for a 1.5 cm diameter thin shell cannot
exceed 1.3 x 10 in/in/°F. For aluminum, whose nominal CTE is 12 x 10 , this
amounts to 1 part in 10 , which is beyond the range of measurement with this material.
Quartz, on the other hand, needs to be isotropic to only 1.5 parts in a thousand, which is
within the observed, or inferred, results from a wide variety of optical test sources.
What about composites? One could mold segments against master forms (for each
radial zone of the reflector) and bypass the traditional optical shop — and accomplish
this with a "near-zero" CTE material! Unfortunately, composites will not pass the
A R/R criteria. Referring back to the Aof equation, the required faceplate matching for
a family of sandwich panels was calculated and compared to average part-to-part CTE
variations achieved with graphite epoxy structures on the Space Telescope Program.
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These results are shown in Figure 3-4. A great deal of effort was expended on that
program, particularly with the metering truss, to understand and control all of the
process variables and minimize CTE variations. Even so, this degree of control would
not be adequate or even possible for a 32-inch-thick, 40-inch-diameter mirror! Of
course, such proportions are absurd and many other factors in addition to simple plate
bending would need to be evaluated with such a design.
This is not to say that composites might not be adequate for a monolithic submillimeter
(or IR) primary mirror. In such an instance, the segment-to-segment coherence issue is
absent and with it, the Act mismatch problem.
3.3 SEMI-REPLICATED SANDWICH MIRRORS
The obvious advantage of thin shells is their compatibility with the replicating or drape-
molding process, and hence cost and schedule minimization. Their success demands
dose control of through-the-thickness CTE homogeneity within a. part and on a part-to-
part basis, as discussed earlier. Special techniques would need to be developed to
support these panels in a strain-free state during optical shop figuring and/or shining
operations. This issue would yield to an engineering development program. So, too,
would the problems of mounting and attachment, coating stress negation or balancing,
and handling. Low natural frequencies remain a drawback in sizes in excess of 1.5m and
aereal densities less than 17 or 18kg/m . The first mode of a 2m thin shell mirror whose
areal density is ISkg/m was calculated to be only 10.3 cps, with the support points at
optimal locations. The model and analysis from which this result was derived will be
found in a later section. It did include the slight stiffening effect associated with
curvature, but even so, this value is judged to be too low or at best only borderline
acceptable considering the frequency reductions associated with mount and attachment
hardware flexibility.
To increase rigidity and hence facilitate the figuring process as well as to solve the low
frequency problem, we began looking at more traditional approaches, namely sandwich
mirrors. Obviously, distributing a total equivalent solid thickness of 0.2 to 0.3 inches or
so of glass into a sandwich form will result in a relatively fragile structure. This
perceived fragility limits the amount of material that could be removed at reasonable
generating rates unless we were able to couple the core structure to a preformed off-
axis aspheric faceplate and then add a backplate to this "stack".
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In Figure 3-5, the basic idea for accomplishing this is illustrated. Note that the nominal
asphericity and curvature is produced by drape molding a constant thickness faceplate
between two matching dies in the same manner that a solid preform is produced. It
should be noted that the differential sagitta between radial and tangential curvatures is
as great as 0.023 inches for a 2m-diameter panel employed in a 20m overall f/1
reflector. This needs to be accounted for in establishing the nominal faceplate
thickness to ensure against excessively thin regions subsequent to generating the
spherical core-matching surface. It is within the proven capability of the precision
mirror community to generate an initially piano-piano core structure into a constant
thickness spherical shape and to match machine faceplates to conformance within
several millimeters. The generation of a precision off-axis asphere on a core-only
structure, however, is not practically possible. Such is the basis for this design
approach and hence the purpose of Step 3 shown in the figure.
To provide proportioning or material distribution guidelines for these sandwich mirrors,
relationships were developed between overall mirror thickness and core depth, core
density and self weight deflection, and stress and natural frequency. For core area!
densities of 10%, the ratio of total height to core height is optimum at 0.94. As
lighter and lighter core structures are employed, this value increases to 0.96 where the
area! density of 4%. Cross section optimization curves derived to meet a specific self-
weight deflection value have the general form shown in Figure 3-6, which also shows
the governing equation and defines the terms in it. From this, a family of mirror blank
cross sections was designed employing 3% core densities of various ceil size geometries.
Based on ceil size and a "quilting parameter" defined in Figure 3-7 as S4/t3, which
ranged from two to ten thousand, faceplate thickness and overall heights consistent
with a c/h value of 0.95 were determined. Within this design family are a series of
cross section configurations whose overall areal densities range from 11 to 20kg/in ,
spanning our range of interest.
Finally, the self-weight deflection, stress, and natural frequency of 0.5-, 1-, and 2m-
diameter sandwich mirrors employing these crosssections were determined. These
design possibilities are shown in Figure 3-8 and reveal that 15- to 20kg/m mirrors are
within the bounds of acceptable performance limits. Sell-weight deflection, in the
sense that it influences the requirements on metrology support systems, was found to be
41
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the principal design limitation. Experience gained on the Space Telescope Program
with a precision metrology mount showed that the uncertainty in self-weight deflection
compensation was 1/3750th the peak-to-peak deflection itself.
Thus, for a wave/125 rms WF error (wave/250 figure) at wave = 2.S micrometers
attributable to gravity release uncertainties, the self-weight or static deflection of the
mirror must not exceed:
A
 1 < 2.3/250 x 3750 x (39.37 x 10"6) = 0.0017 inches
as indicated in the figure.
Our next step was to meet with the leading glass houses, Corning, Schott, and Heraeus,
to review the producibility issues raised by these exceptionally lightweight mirrors.
Both Heraeus and Corning have already produced small cores and mirrors in this
lightness range. The "newness" introduced on this program is quantity and size, and
associated with the latter, the semi-replication idea, i.e., the die forming and
subsequent sphericization of the core mating surfaces.
Summarizing, we believe that there are several materials in production today which
satisfy the CTE and CTE homogeneity requirements for LDR mirror panels as defined in
Table 3-1. The issues requiring further development or investigation include proof of
large-scale replicability, optical operations on thin, flexible substrates, and the
economics of production facilities to support a delivery rate of one panel every two
weeks.
In the next section, the influence of flexibility on optical operations wiil be discussed
from an analytical aspect along with additional performance estimates relevant to
thermal and dynamics issues.
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IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION OF PRIME TECHNOLOGIES
4.1 OVERVIEW
In this section, we will review the key technologies that would need to be developed to
support an LDR panel acquisition program. These technology issues are grouped
according to materials as shown in Figure 4-1 and reveal the degree of developmental
work required as well as where the major risk areas might be for these basic material
classes.
We have employed a three-level evaluation code in this figure. The first, indicated by a
solid circle, signifies that developmental work is required to resolve the technical issue
but that its impact on the program is one of degree rather than "go" or" no-go". The
last category, an open circle, is indicative of high risk area, one where an "invention" or
major advance in the state-of-the-art is required. This demands an intensive develop-
ment program. The second category is simply midway between these two.
4.2 METAL AND COMPOSITE MIRROR TECHNOLOGIES
Quickly scanning the figure, one sees that the glasses have the highest performance
potential but that composites offer the best producibility solution. However, for the
reasons described in Section 2, we do not believe that they could meet the stability
requirements imposed by the A R/R coherence criteria over the wide temperature
change between factory and operation. We believe that the inherent characteristics of
(graphite-epoxy) laminates are such that their development as an LDR segment
material should be discouraged.
Metals, in this case hot isostatically pressed (HIPd) 1-70 beryllium, have better
performance potential than composites with regard to R/R by virtue of homogeneity.
In terms of availability, 0.4m HIPd beryllium mirrors have already been produced and
tested by Perkin-Elmer, demonstrating that in sizes larger than "test coupons" the
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availability of the material is assured. While tests indicated that the figure of these
test mirrors were stable down to near-cryogenic temperatures, no data exist relative to
their gross (AR) deformation characteristics nor have enough samples been produced to
assess part-to-part homogeneity, the Act1 issue described earlier. As a result, their
ultimate performance compliance with the LDR coherence requirements is still
unknown. Because this material is of prime interest to other government programs and
because funding is anticipated from them, we recommend only that the LDR program
be kept informed of progress in this area.
Facilities do not presently exist for producing panels larger than 1.4m (this size can be
fabricated at Battelle in Columbus, Ohio). In fact, the development and qualification of
an autoclave capable of 150QQF and 15000 psi performance is crucial to the
consideration of this material. The up-front costs are estimated to be in the $10M to
$15M range. Issues to be resolved regarding HIPd (thin shell) mirror panels include the
Aa1 parameter and forming accuracy, both of which are highly dependent on the
autoclave and compaction processes, before further consideration is given to this
material. The parameter could be assessed using the same equipment envisaged to
make these measurements on the glass and glassy ceramic candidate materials (this-
equipment will be discussed shortly).
The advantage of HIPd beryllium over the glasses may reside in cost and schedule. The
cost of a HIPd blank ready for optical finishing is on the order of $1250/lb., based on
the several pieces already fabricated by Perkin-Elmer. For a 15,000 Ib. total panel
weight, the blank costs would be $19M and delivery rates would (probably) be faster
than they could be processed through the optical shop(s). Glass cost estimates, using
fused quartz as an upper bound baseline, range from about $11M for 1.5m thin shells to
$45M for sandwiches. These numbers are predicated on a 25m overall reflector
diameter where 560 trapezoidal segments are employed. The delivery rates for fused
quartz blanks are also nowhere near competitive with the beryllium potential, but they
may be rapid enough to be compatible with optical shop capabilities.
Despite the potential attractiveness of beryllium from a producibility or fabrication
aspect, we do not deem it a "prime" candidate at this time because of performance
(homogeneity) uncertainties. It should be mentioned that cryo null figuring, subsequent
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to a thermal strain relief cycle, might offset the (potential) homogeneity issue but at
greatly increased optical fabrication time.
4.3 GLASS AND GLASSY-CERAMIC TECHNOLOGY
As stated in Section 2, glasses and glassy-ceramics are the recommended materials.
They include fused quartz, Zerodur, Pyrex, and Duran. These materials all are in the
minimal performance risk category. The problems to be solved to make them fully
compliant with the requirements of the LDR Program reside in rapid and high quantity
production and in lightweighting, where these two factors are not mutually exclusive.
Fused quartz, for example, virtually guarantees performance, if we can make the
mirror blanks light enough and rapidly enough. Thus, the emphasis for continued panel
development should be on these issues rather than materials development itself.
4.3.1 Material Testing
One aspect of this effort must deal with the thin shell vs. ultralightweight sandwich
decision, specifically the Act ' question. A modest development effort is recommended
to verify that the Heraeus Fused Quartz material does indeed meet this crucial
homogeneity requirement and that such mechanical processing as grinding does not
produce internal strain unbalances, and also that coatings are sufficiently strain-free
and athermaiized to ensure adequate dimensional stability for a thin shell. We would
also recommend that alternative materials to fused quartz be verified as a cost
reduction goal and as a second source for mirror blanks to enable parallel procurement.
It is not necessary that all the panels in a segmented mirror be constructed of the same
material. Pyrex, Zerodur, and Duran are potentially less costly alternative materials.
In Section 6, several concepts for assessinq the Act' parameter over a temperature range
from RT to -100°F will be described.
4.3.2 Fabrication Technologies
As stated earlier, the LDR mirror blanks are deemed too fragile for machine generation
at reasonable material removal rates. That, as you will recall, was the thrust behind
the semi-replication approach. The goal of our approach is to obtain curvatures of
sufficient accuracy from the blank manufacturer to enable us to proceed directly to our
small and light tool Computer Controlled Polisher and thus obviate the quilting, or
mechanical damage, problem.
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Forming precision, because of the high temperatures involved, is expected to be most
critical with fused quartz. Pyrex, Duran, and Zerodur are all formabie at lower
temperatures and if the techniques are perfected for quartz, the extension (or
retraction!) of the technology to these other materials is relatively straightforward.
We show in Figure 4-1 this forming issue as being in the third, or most critical,
category. Development work in this area is applicable to both thin shells and sandwich
configurations.
When dealing with sandwich mirrors, quilting avoidance at rapid material removal rates
will require tool development tests and other related processing techniques such as the
"Quilting Post" described in Section 6. The issue here is not whether it can be done, but
whether it can be done quickly. Assuming for argument that all the panels need to be
fabricated within a six- year period, beginning with a 1987 proof -of -concept demonstra-
tion and culminating in a mid- 1995 flight date target, mirrors would need to be finished
at the rate of two per week (in the 1m size for a 20m reflector). Once more, the
importance of "replication" and rapid, quilt-free material removal is strikingly
apparent.
• Related to optical shop operations also Is the ability to directly interface an as-
received, semi-replicated surface directly with the CCP (or equivalent machine). Two
factors are dominant in this regard. One is how to measure the surface shape in order to
be able to generate the machine command program (i.e., the material removal profile)
despite the fact that the surface is diffuse and (optically) irregular which precludes the
use of interferometric, Hartman, and related reflective and/or imaging techniques.
Actually, this can be done by mechanical means for wave = 30 micrometer mirrors with
sufficient accuracy, as will be shown in the next section. The development of this
measuring system is needed for the LDR Program. Transition to more conventional
metrology, if required, would occur after the blank had achieved the near-desired figure
and specular surface.
Characterization of the non-specular, as-received surface we believe will yield to the
above referenced solution or one like it. The second factor pertains to the ability of
the CCP machine to correct what are potentially high spatial frequency errors in the
as-received blank without destroying the formed or replicated off-axis aspheric shape.
Tool size and conformability to the changing curvature of the aspheric surface as well
as tool path velocity control are involved in this issue.
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Consider a 20m, f/0.5 reflector where the sagittal and tangential radii of curvatures at
a point half a meter in from the edge are 22 and 27 meters respectively. For a tool
diameter of 0.025m (1 inch), the difference in sagitta under the tool would be 0.7
micrometer (26 x 10~6 inches). This is equivalent to 0.023 wave at wave = 30
micrometers or 0.35 wave at wave = 2 micrometers peak-to-peak. The latter value
(which is equivalent to about a wave/2.5 rms value in the visible for reference) is
indicative of the surface quality that would be achieved with the initial grinding tools
used to "clean up" the as-received mirror blanks. Subsequent tools will need to be
somewhat larger and more compliant to remove the cusps left by the initial tooling as
the higher quality final surface is approached. The development of this grinding and
polishing technology is recommended as a high priority activity. It is a mandatory
adjunct to the concept of semi-replication which, in turn, is the basis of the LDR panel
fabrication approach.
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SECTION 5
ANALYTIC STUDIES
5.1 STRUCTURAL MODELING
For the most part, deflection, thermal bending, and stress trades and sizing studies
were performed using closed form solutions for flat plates. The bulk of these study
results is found in Appendix B. However, a finite element model of a "typical"
trapezoidal panel was constructed to verify these dosed form solutions, particularly
with regard to the effects of initial curvature on thermal bending (corner curl
phenomena) and frequency. In addition, this model provided a rapid means for
evaluating alternative support point location options.
Some general results from this finite element model investigation will be stated below:
a. Initial curvature had no significant effect on panel stiffness when 2m panels
were employed with a 20m, f/2 reflector. As the reflector became "faster",
say f/1.5, then about a 10% stiffening effect was observed. At f/0.75 the
stiffening effect was approximately 1.3. These results are applicable to thin
shell mirrors only; structural or sandwich mirrors did not exhibit any
stiffening effect within the LDR range of geometry. This would be
expected since the saggita of a 2m panel employed in a 20m, f/.75 reflector
(R=30m), for example, would be 0.033m (1.3 inches) which is less than half
the thickness of a "typical" sandwich panel. Obviously, it represents a large
initial curvature in a thin shell of 8mm (0.3 inches) thickness. Therefore, to
a certain extent the frequencies calculated in the trade studies for thin
shells (Appendix B) are conservative by about 25 to 30%.
b. For trapezoidal (square) thin shell panels, no "corner curl" was observed. It
was feared that circumferential discontinuities or internal hoop stress in
these initial curved shells might cause anomalous behavior when subjected
to a uniform bending moment, such as caused by an axial "a'AT." The
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occurrence of such a non-spherical bending term would have been significant
in that it might have eliminated thin shells from further consideration.
c. The trade studies assumed three-point edge support for frequency
calculations. Moving the support inboard, as shown in Figure 5-1, resulted in
almost a 2x frequency increase. For example, the dosed form/edge support
solution for this showed a first mode of 5A5 cps. The FEM solution with
inboard support demonstrated that this could be raised to 0.26 cps. At this
stage the sensitivity to small changes in the support location has not been
performed, nor have any preliminary design concepts for the support
hardware been identified. The conclusions obtained from this point design
example, though, do confirm the mechanical viability of thin shells.
Considerably more work needs to be performed, however, to support a final
concept decision. This work would include mount location optimization for
1 1/2- and 2m panels of both 0.25, 0.35, and 0.^5-inch thicknesses from a
stress and frequency aspect, the effect of secondary mount constraint
forces on figure precision, and the development of attachment concepts for
thin shells.
5.2 THERMAL ANALYSIS
This section summarizes the relevant temperature change conditions important to panel
design and material selection. It is based on a thermal shroud concept with an L/D
ratio on the order of 1.5:1 and assumes a 400nm circular orbit in the plane of the
ecliptic where earth viewing will occur for approximately 50% of the time. Only by
using a large shroud, in contrast to a simple sunshade, were we able to passively provide
a relatively cool 200K environment for the reflector and to limit diametrical gradients
to insignificantly small values. The basis of this shroud design concept is shown in
Figure 5-2, and in Figure 5-3 the influence of the shroud's length to diameter ratio on
the total amount of energy observed by the reflector when occulted by the earth is
shown. The performance of this shroud concept is summarized in Table 5-1.
As previously stated, the LDR shroud was conceptually designed with two major
requirements in mind: to minimize the reflector temperature passively and to minimize
the side-to-side variation across the LDR diameter such that the lateral temperature
gradients across an individual panel are negligible.
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Figure 5-1. Support Moved Inboard Resulted in a Nearly 2X Frequency Increase
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TABLE 5-1
LDR ENCLOSURE TEMPERATURE
FORWARD ENCLOSURE TEMPERATURE
Configuration/Temperature ^ °F
Maximum Minimum
No Radiator
Albedo Radiator
Moveable Shade
S3
44
-105
-460
-225
-127
Average
-145
-114
-120
AFT ENCLOSURE TEMPERATURE
Configuration/Temperature ^ °F
No Radiator
Albedo Radiator
Moveable Shade
Maximum Minimum
83
-105
-460
-460
-127
-460
Average
-145
-120
-460
• ABSORBED ENERGY
Maximum 1.5 BTU/hr - ft
Side-to-side variation ^ 10%
SIDE-TO-SIDE GRADIENT
Less than 1°F
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The resulting design is summarized in Table 5-1. The radiators and the radiator shade
provide the means to reject the reflected earth shine (albedo) and IR energy entering
the aperture, thus providing for an average LDR temperature of -120°F. Radial energy
variations are minimized by the 1.5D long shroud which minimizes direct irradiation of
the LDR. Additionally, multi-layer insulation reduces the LDR interior environment
gradients, due to the maximum exterior gradient of 500°F, to less than 1°F.
Figure 5-4 illustrates the maximum flux variation condition for the LDR. The earth has
just passed from view of point "A" while point "C" is fully illuminated. The magnitude
of the absorbed flux on point "C" is attenuated by the shroud so that the resulting side-
to-side variation is less than 0.2 BTU/hr f t °F.
The deployment of hardware concepts which satisfy the thermal design parameters of
the shroud and also are compatible with stowage and deployment, weight, dynamics, and
pointing control system requirements is envisaged as a very critical factor in the LDR
Program. Performance trades between L/D and average reflector temperature as well
as side-to-side temperature differences within the cavity (versus various candidate
panel materials) and hardware implementation concepts unfortunately were beyond the
scope of this study but should be pursued in any follow-on work.
Earlier, the desirability of insulating the rear surface of the panels with a low
emissivity coating (or MLI) was identified as a means for minimizing axial temperature
gradients. In subsequent analyses this concept needs to be explored in more depth,
particularly with regard to (conductive) heat leaks associated with mounting and
attachment hardware.
Even though the thermal work is far from complete, we can conclude that a cylindrical
shroud, at least as long as the diameter, is required to attain a cold reflector. And
further, the shroud will probably require some form of internal heat rejection system,
the "albedo radiator" shown in Figure 5-3, to ensure both a cold and spatially uniform
environment for the mirror. We do not believe that simple occulting disks or
"sunshades" could achieve the low and uniform temperature requirements unless
augmented by an active coolant loop flowing through the panels. This is a viable trade
issue when considering the enormity of the shroud and its ramifications on the system's
mechanical, dynamic, packaging, and related technical issues.
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5.3 QUILTING
In the case of sandwich mirrors with uncommonly thin faceplates, such as those
potentially of interest to the LDR Program as a conservative alternative to thin solids,
the issue of quilting or print-through of the core is of interest. The effect of quilting is
to diminish the central amplitude of the image spot and redistribute this energy into
false spots, spaced away from the principal image. The relationship between quilting
amplitude and the central spot energy reduction factor was derived for a square cell
quilt pattern and is:
Strehl
where
and
Strehl - 1 - 4ir2o2 ,
and where
a is the rms WF error, equal to the quilt amplitude divided by two, and
M . / M is the ratio of energy in the central spot to the energy that would have
existed without quilting.
For a 3% reduction in performance the quilt amplitude cannot exceed 0.05 wave based
on the above equation. For an operating wavelength of wave = 2 micrometers, this is
equal to 0.1 micrometer or 4 x 10 inches.
Quilting will occur in sandwich mirrors when one of two conditions exist. The first and
generally that which is .most often observed occurs during polishing when the interface
pressure between the tool and mirror is spatially modulated by the presence of the ribs,
which present a staffer resistance to the tool than the center of a cell where the
faceplate bending resistance is less. As a result, more material will be removed in the
regions of higher interface pressure, the ribs, than over the center of the cell. This is
termed "quilting." Soft tools or tools smaller than a ceil are often solutions to this
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issue within given ranges of practicality for a specific faceplate to span thickness. In
"the world or visible optics," the space and thickness relationship, 5 /t , is generally
maintained by these producibility considerations between 250 and 1000. In the case of
the latter, this higher value is reserved mainly for small mirrors where lower nominal
tool pressures and concomitantly reduced material removal rates can be tolerated. For
the LDR class of mirror, however, where S might be 1 1/2 to 2 inches and t equal to
Q.L5 inches, S /t , ratios on the order of 5000 must be dealt with. This might "just be
'OK' " for a wave = 2 micrometers or 4x visible wavelength. To achieve a 4 microinch
quilting limit, however, the nominal polishing pressure, calculated from "flat plate"
equations, could not exceed 0.17 psi. Typically, though, pressures on the order of 0.35
to 1 psi are used to achieve reasonable schedules vis a vis material removal rates. In
the next section, we will present a method for increasing the stiffness of the faceplate
by a factor of 16 during the optical finishing phase without adding any weight to the
mirror.
While increased tool resilience, reduced pressure, and/or small tool sizes provide a
degree of anti-quilting control during polishing, not all of these are available during the
grinding stage where the basic mirror shape is created. The hard grinding tools, cup
wheels for example, are more aggressive quilters than the softer figuring tools or the
even more resilient polishing laps. The semi-replication approach described earlier is
intended to reduce the amount of material that needs to be removed during this phase.
However, quilting produced during these operations is usually not seen because the
surface is too diffuse to permit optical measurements to be made. The quilting
4. 3
produced here, if it occurs as a result of high S /t ratios or pressures, is first observed
during figuring when the surface is sufficiently specular to permit interferometric
measurements to be made. The faceplate stiffening method previously referred to is
perhaps more important to the shaping or grinding phase than to figuring and polishing.
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SECTION 6
DESIGN DEFINITION AND CONCEPT SELECTION
In the course of presenting our results for each of the specific statement of work tasks,
we have identified fused quartz as the material of choice for thin shell solid mirrors.
Pyrex would be a second choice but would probably be limited to sandwich forms to
satisfy the Aa ' criterion. Quartz, in sandwich form, is undoubtedbly the best
performance-oriented solution but has schedule and/or cost drawbacks. It does virtually
assure performance as a wave = 30m coherent system and as a wave = 2 micrometer
"light bucket" composed of diffraction-limited, but not necessarily phase-matched,
segments. We also believe that 15 to 20kg/m sandwiches in the LDR size range of
interest are within realistic expectations.
The development of these semi-replicated, off-axis, ultralightweight quartz sandwich
mirrors would encompass all of the required LDR panel technologies. Reversion to thin
solids or other candidate materials such as Pyrex, if feasible and/or desirable, would be
a relatively simple matter if the quartz sandwich technology were a proven capability.
6.1 FUSED QUARTZ SANDWICH
The mirror blank shown in Figure 6-1 is illustrative of the design of such a sandwich
mirror and employs a 4% area! density core. With the dimensions shown on the drawing
the full circular planform version of this mirror would have a first mode of almost 100
cps if supported at three equally spaced points on the rim. The maximum faceplate
stresses, at 10-g, would be 550 psi and, based on a 2000 psi allowable, the margin of
safety would be +2.6. If the same cross section were employed with a 2m diameter
mirror (i.e., constant area! density) the frequency and stress would be 49 cps and 1050
psi respectively. Both are acceptable values based on the criteria established in
Section 2.
Implicit in the above results was fused quartz as the mirror material. To the best of
our knowledge only Heraeus in West Germany can produce the dual thickness welded
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Figure 6-1. Optimal LDR Mirror Panel
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eggcrate core shown in the drawing. The core itself would be joined to the faceplates
with a AL/L matching frit which fires at a temperature well below the softening point
of the quartz parent material. Fusion of the faceplates would soften them and destroy
the initial precision of these replicated (i.e., accurately molded) elements.
6.2 PYREX SANDWICH CORE
If the mirror were made of Pyrex, a core structure similar to that shown in Figure 6-2
would be recommended for reasons of producibility with this material. For quilting
resistance equal to that of the square grid core, the dimension h, or height of the
equilateral triangle, can be 1:4X the cell span of the former. Hence the area! density
of the triangular core is equal to:
PA = 3(t/h).
Setting h equal to 1.* times the 1.5 inch square cell spacing, the value t which is
commensurate with a ^% areal density is 0.028 inches.. This is (probably) too thin to
enable the core to be generated to a spherical surface without fracturing sdme ribs.
The state of the art, with very careful machine control, gives about 0.05 inches which is
one of the reasons behind the Heraeus dual thickness approach. So if Pyrex were used
with an 0.05-inch wall thickness, the areal density of the core would be 7%. The unit
weight of the mirror would rise from 16 kg/m to 19kg/m , still acceptably light for an
LDR reflector.
6.3 QUILTING AVOIDANCE TECHNIQUE •
s*^
With these mirrors, we are dealing with quilting susceptibility values, S4/t3, of 5000.
This is well beyond the range of current practice for mirrors of this size. We propose as
a solution to this problem the use of a temporary faceplate reinforcing device which is
referred to as the "Quilting Post." As shown in Figure 6-3, it exploits the fact that
Heraeus mirrors are produced with vent holes in the center of each ceil on the back
surface. In principle, this could also be done with Corning Pyrex or virtually any type
of sandwich mirror.
The sketch is almost self-explanatory. Basically, a temporary load path whose stiffness
is nominally equal to the rib stiffness is used to reduce the unsupported faceplate span
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ISOTROPIC BENDING PROPERTIES
/VW\ RIBBON
/A\
STRIP
THIXOTROPIC FRIT
Figure 6-2. Pyrex Ribbon Core Mirror Construction, Feasible by Virtue of
Pyrex's Highly Formable Nature
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by a factor of 2. As this span enters the deflection equations as a fourth power, the
span reduction is expected to provide a 2 or 16x increase in the faceplate stiffness.
The selection of adhesives shown in the figure is based on the requirement that the
post/ferrule assemblies be easily removed from the mirror subsequent to polishing.
6.4 SURFACE MEASURING TECHNIQUE
Figure 6-4 depicts a concept for measuring the surface of the as-received mirror blank,
assumed to be non-specular. It is an adaptation of the Hewlett-Packard 5501 Laser
Measuring System configured in a straightness measuring mode. We in our application
are interested in the non-straightness aspect of the surface but fundamentally the
approach is the same. Predicted measurement accuracies of 2 to 4 x 10 in. are
certainly adequate for the wave = 30 micrometers requirement and probably are
satisfactory down to waves of 2 or 3 micrometers. This approach, coupled with visible
or, even better, infrared interferometry as the precision of the mirror is impoved in the
figuring process, is how we would propose to go directly from the "box" to the CCP
machine.
In the limit it would be desirable to eliminate the need for any interferometry by
developing the concept to a point where it is sufficiently accurate down to wave = 2
micrometers. This is important with regard to segmented mirrors with off-axis
aspheric panels which ordinarily would require a null lens for each (different) segment.
It would also avoid the problems associated with centering the null lens and panel. This,
of course, is a difficult problem when the panel is off-axis and has no center.
FRINGE COirNTINC
RECEIVER
HP LASER
X-DUCER
fllhr---/Lr Ah CHANNEL
-' '
1
 '
3 CHANNEL, BEAM
CHANNEL MOT
SHOWN
INTERFEROMETE'
ELEMENTS
ITROLOCY
MOUNT
Figure 6-4. Contour Sensing of Non-Symmetric Convex Aspheric Optical
Surfaces
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SECTION 7
RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PLANS
7.1 SCHEDULE OBJECTIVES
This final section describes a recommended technology development plan which would
lead to mechanically and thermally qualified prototype LDR panels in three years. The
plan covers thin solids and sandwiches, fused quartz, and Pyrex materials, and the
development of those manufacturing processes necessary to fabricate these ultralight-
weight, off-axis aspheres in the 1987 - 1990 time frame. Should the LDR Program be
shifted further out from a 1993 initial operational capability (as stated in the top-level
system requirements) to a 1998 or 2000 period, we would probably be recommending a
different plan, and perhaps also a different concept.
The thrust behind this caveat is that our plan is tailored, along with our recommended
design(s), to the earlier IOC date and that to meet it we must begin critical hardware
experiments now. What is precluded from consideration by this constraint are several
emerging technologies which may have long-range payoff. These include ion milling and
large scale selective deposition techniques which might be favorably employed for very
lightweight substrates. We do not see these techniques totally as replacements for
those grinding and polishing operations presently envisaged as being carried out on the
CCP. Rather, they might take a hand-off from CCP when a panel is only partially
completed and possibly finish it in a shorter time. In this sense, the work identified in
the plan is not in jeopardy of being obsoleted by ion milling techniques (for example)
but, indeed, may be a necessary adjunct.
7.2 PLAN DESCRIPTION
The plan to be described is shown in Figure 7-1. It is divided into three experimentally
oriented areas plus a continued facilities scale-up and cost assessment task. The first
area deals with the development of Heraeus Fused Quartz thin solid mirrors.
Embedded in this are several activities also required to support semi-replicated
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sandwich mirror technology and the characterization of alternate materials for thin
shell mirrors, as well as demonstrating the adequacy of quartz itself. What this refers
to are the through-the-thickness (T^) homogeneity measurements to assess the Aa'
thickness (T ) parameter discussed earlier in this report.
7.2.1 Material Characterization Tests
Several approaches to accomplishing this measurement have been identified and are
shown in Figures 7-2 through 7-5. In the first figure, the bending of a beam-like
specimen as a consequence of bulk average temperature change would be measured
using a precise, remote sensing appartus such as a Hewlett-Packard Laser Measurement
System. Measurements would be made following the sequence shown in Figure 7-3 to
detect and negate any experimental biases. An alternate scheme employing holography
has also been identified and might result in a time savings since only one setup is
required per specimen. As shown in Figure 1-4 (sheet 2), the effect of such
experimental biases as non-uniform specimen temperatures could be back out of the
experimental data directly. These experiments would be performed on sample
populations of as-received/optically polished, and on optically polished/coated fused
quartz specimens. Subsequently, Pyrex, Duran, Zerodur, or metals could/would be
evaluated to assess T .
72.2 Material Removal Experiments
The ability of the CCP process to directly attack the as-molded surface with its high
spatial frequency error content also is a fundemental element of the semi-replication
process requiring development and demonstration. This activity could be combined with
the quilting avoidance task by supporting the work piece, as shown in Figure 7-5. The
objective here is to develop the CCP technology to the point where the as-received
surface could be optically "cleaned up" without having to resort to first producing a
spherical surface with large tools. Rather, the as-molded asphere would be worked on
directly without losing its basic shape. Part of this effort would also be to learn how to
do it rapidly which, of course, is interdependent with the quilting issue. Finally, in this
same sphere of development is the issue of strain-free support of very lightweight,
easily deformed mirrors during the figuring process We believe that a dual support
approach might best be employed here. A relatively rigid support might be employed to
72
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Figure 7-4. Alternative Measurements Concept #1 (Sheet 1 of 2)
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7.5 IN.
HERAEUS FURNISHED SEMI-REPLICATED
QUARTZ SUBSTRATE
FILLER MEDIUM
(THICKNESS GREATLY EXAGGERATED)
PVA PARTING AGENT
EXAGERATEB
SURFACE
UNDULATION
RIGIDIZER" RIB SIMULATORS
'QUILTING POST"
SIMULATION
(SEE PLAN TEXT)
* S4/t3 « 5000 SIMULATING A
FULL SCALE .1" FACEPLATE.
1.5" CELL MIRROR
Figure 7-5. Shell in Tooling Fixture (Concept Only)
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hold the piece during actual grinding and polishing operations while a precision
metrology mount would "float" the mirror during figure measurement. Subsequently it
would be transferred back to the stiff mount for additional material removal. Most of
this CCP development work could be performed using " thin shells of opportunity" and
special pieces would not have to be procurred. Several such shells were produced by
Heraeus and are presently at Perkin-Elmer. Tney are 16 inches in diameter, 0.13 inches
thick and are approximately f/2.5. They were molded over graphite dies in the manner
described earlier in this report.
7.2.3 Mirror Fabrication
Presuming success in being able to interface the CCP directly with the as-received
shells, supported in principle as shown in Figure 7-5, the ability to figure sandwich
mirrors would be, to a large extent, demonstrated. It would then be necessary to
demonstrate the fabricability of semi-replicated sandwich mirror blanks according to
the concept shown in Figure 3-5. The bulk of this activity could be deferred to the
second year of the planned development program. During this year, too, and assuming
that the T testing program confirmed (at least) fused quartz as a suitable material, we
would recommend figure thermal stability tests to be performed on a 1m thin shell
mirror. During the first year, in preparation for this molding process, development
work should be supported at Heraues. Remember, if the process can be developed for
quartz and its concomitant high temperatures, confidence in process success for lower
temperature softening materials should be very high. We would expect that several 1m
spheres or aspheres would be produced by Heraeus that year for figuring and testing in
the second.
Some of these faceplates would be used for fabricating the sandwich quartz mirror. If
funds permit, an alternative to quartz, namely Pyrex, should be pressured at Corning as
a potential cover-cost option. Finally, in the third year the quartz sandwich mirror
blank which was assembled in the second year would be figured and subjected to the full
spectrum of structural and thermal qualification tests. If all the elements in this plan
were funded and were successful, at this point in time we would have a 1m fused quartz
thin shell, a 1m fused quartz sandwich, and optical performance data for both of them
at the system operating temperature. Whether or not their inherent performance
characteristics define an ultimate decision or if the solid vs. sandwich choice resides
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with overall system design and facilities/cost studies, for the technology to produce
these mirrors will have been demonstrated.
7.3 Summary
In summary, the first year of this plan is directed towards fundamental technology
issues:
i. T measurements
ii. accuracy attainable
iii. thin f acesheet/core joining techniques
iv. CCP interfacing and rapid quilt-free material removal.
These are denoted by the () symbol in the figure. The second year will result in a
figured and tested thin shell and the third year will result in an off-axis aspheric 1m
^mirror of about 15 to 20kg/m .
The cost of implementing such a plan has been estimated at between $3M and $5M,
including continued design and performance analyses and facilities utilization and
scale-up studies. The direct experimental costs are on the order of 300K, 650K, and
1000K for the three years respectively
The plan is flexible in that certain elements are essentially stand-alone technologies
and could be funded as isolated projects if funding constraints so required. For example
the Optical Stylus (or an equivalent approach) could be developed independently, and
the T measurements could be treated as a separate investigation, as could the quilting
avoidance experiments. However, they must all be successfully completed prior to
embarking on the actual fabrication of shell and sandwich mirrors. It should also be
noted that very little additional funding is required to develop the shells since the
forming technology is required for the semi-replicated sandwiches as well. Expressed
somewhat differently, the shells are a very-low-cost spinoff from the sandwich
development effort.
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SUPPLIER CONTACT LIST
3
CORNING GLASS WORKS & POOR QUALITY
ULE
FUSED SILICA
CER-COR
Li AL Si GLASS CERAMIC
BATTELLE
BERYLLIUM PROCESSING
METALS (IN GENERAL)
LOCKHEED
GRAPHITE MAGNESIUM
LI-900, 1500 STS TILE MATERIAL
SCHOTT (DUREA, PENN.)
ZERODUR
FOAMED ZERODUR
HERAEUS-AMERSIL (SAYERVILLE, NJ)
WELDED FUSED QUARTZ
UNITED TECH (UTC)
GLASS -GRAPHITE
ALCOA RESEARCH
CHEM, BRIGHTENED ALUMINUM SHEET
(80% REFLECTIVITY)
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